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Executive Summary
This deliverable is a demonstrator deliverable. This report is a brief description of the
operation and implementation of the individual components described in tasks T2.2 "Deep
learning trained models deployed at the edge" and T2.3 "Security-aware dynamic offloading
decision mechanism", up to month 12 of the project. These components are then integrated as
part of the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) of deliverable D4.2, where we explain how they
interact.
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1 Introduction
Anomaly detection (also known as outlier detection) is the identification of rare or unusual
(unexpected) data points. Anomaly detection approaches based on machine learning
techniques can be either unsupervised or supervised. The main difference is in the presence of
labels in the training data indicating whether a data point corresponds to an anomaly.
Anomaly detection algorithms can be also utilized for novelty detection where a machine
learning model is trained on data that is not polluted by outliers (i.e., in this case training
datasets contain only “normal” data points. In the C4IIoT context, those are data points
reflecting normal IIoT device and/or network behavior). The C4IIoT framework will utilize
advanced anomaly detection techniques to detect anomalies in (1) sensory data acquired by
industrial IoT devices and (2) network traffic flows within industrial IoT systems. The
identification of anomalous and malicious behavior, based on both unsupervised and
supervised anomaly detection models, will be present at all three C4IIoT layers implying that
the corresponding software components will be deployed not only at C4IIoT edge nodes, but
also on field gateways and in cloud.
Computation offloading is one of the primary technological enablers of the Internet of Things
(IoT), and subsequently Industrial IoT (IIoT), as it helps address individual devices’ resource
restrictions. In the past, offloading would always utilise remote cloud infrastructures, but the
increasing size of IIoT data traffic and the realtime response requirements of modern and
future IIoT applications have led to the adoption of the edge computing paradigm, where the
data is processed at the edge of the network, e.g. network gateways, which are closer to the
edge devices. The decision as to whether cloud or field gateway resources will be utilised is
typically taken at the design stage based on the type of the IoT device. Yet, the conditions that
determine the optimality of this decision, such as the time it takes to complete tasks and the
real-time condition of the networks, keep changing. For applications such as anomaly
detection, the time it takes to execute a task and detect an anomaly is critical. In C4IIoT the
offloading mechanism delegates different security tasks to different layers of the
infrastructure (field gateway or cloud) according to the trade-off between the time criticality
of the action of interest and the computational complexity of processing the task.
In this deliverable we demonstrate our progress regarding deep learning techniques such as
the anomaly detection components that are aimed to be deployed at C4IIoT edge nodes and
the security aware and multi-criteria dynamic offloading mechanism to be deployed on the
field gateway.
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2 Deep learning trained models deployed at the edge
2.1 Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security (BACS) Tool
BACS (Behavioral Analysis and Cognitive Security) is one of the C4IIoT components
realizing anomaly detection in IoT sensory readings and network traffic flows relying on
machine learning techniques, including deep learning Unsupervised anomaly detection BACS
modules detect large, unusual and unexpected deviations from nominal device and network
behavior, while supervised anomaly detection BACS modules detect specific security threats
for which they were explicitly trained. In this deliverable we will describe BACS modules
based on deep learning techniques for C4IIoT edge nodes in the Smart Factory and Logistics
4.0 use cases. A more detailed description of BACS modules for upper C4IIoT layers can be
found in deliverable D3.1.
Deep learning BACS modules for unsupervised anomaly detection are based on standalone
and federated autoencoders. An autoencoder is a neural network learning a latent (hidden)
lower-dimensional representation (an encoding in terms of hidden, latent variables) of training
data by reproducing its inputs through latent variables in the hidden layers at the output layer
with the smallest possible error that is defined as the difference between the input and output
values. Let us assume that device/network behavior is described by a feature vector X
containing k real-valued features. Those may be values observed at one particular point in
time, time series encompassing the last k observations of a single property, or the last p
observations of a multivariate property having k/p features. Let D denote a set of data points
described according to the feature vector X that depicts the normal (nominal) behavior of the
device/network (training dataset), let A be an autoencoder trained on D, let E denote the
maximal error of A on D (the maximal difference between the input and output layer for data
points in D). Then, a data point y not contained in D (a data point that is not present in the
training dataset) can be considered as an anomaly if the difference between y and A(y) is
higher than E (A(y) is the output of A for y).
BACS autoencoders for smart factory C4IIoT edge nodes are implemented in Python using
the Tensorflow2 library. The implementation of the BACS autoencoders is contained in
TFAutoAD module which defines one class of the same name. TFAutoAD class extends
BaseAD class from BACSPY package which is the base class for all python-based anomaly
detection modules in BACS. TFAutoAD constructor accepts three parameters:
- model – the name of the autoencoder model that will be loaded from the working
directory. This parameter is used when instantiating a previously learned TFAutoAD
model.
- dataset – an object of SWDataset class which represents a set of multi-variate
time series (time series of vectors containing multiple features) constructed from timeordered data points using the sliding window approach.
- num_epochs – the number of epochs (one epoch is one pass through the training
dataset when training a neural network).
TFAutoAD class defines the following methods:
- initialize_model_structure(num_features) initializes the internal
structure of an autoencoder (hidden layers) for the given number of features
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prepare_training_data() normalizes (scales) feature values in the training
data using the standard scaler from the Scikit-learn library. The fitted scaler object is
later used to normalize data points before anomaly detection inference.
train() trains the model by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) using the
Adam method [5]. This method additionally computes raw anomaly detection scores
(MSE values) for all instances in the training set in order to find the maximal error.
ad_inference(test_instance) performs anomaly detection on the given test
instance. This method is also called by is_anomaly(test_instance) method
from BaseAD class which returns a boolean indicator (true if an anomaly is detected,
false otherwise) and the confidence score.

Figure 2-1 shows a simple program demonstrating how to instantiate TFAutoAD class, train,
examine and save the model. In this example the model is learned from feature values
describing one-day behavior of a robotic arm in the CRF factory. Figure 2-2 presents another
program showing how to load and use the previously learned autoencoder.

from BACSPY.Dataset import SWDataset
from BACSPY.TFAutoAD import TFAutoAD
# step 1 -- make the dataset from the input file
data = SWDataset("R1.csv", train_fraction = 0.8,\
window_length = 5, lat_lon_present = False)
# step 2 -- train the model
model = TFAutoAD(dataset = data, num_epochs = 5)
model.train()
# step 3 -- examine the model
num_anomalies = 0
for t in data.get_test_data():
anomaly_detected, confidence = model.is_anomaly(t)
if anomaly_detected:
print("Anomaly detected, confidence = ", confidence)
num_anomalies += 1
print("\nValidation on test data, #anomalies = ", num_anomalies)
# step 4 -- save the model
model.save("tf_autoencoder_model")

Figure 2-1: Demo showing how to train, examine and save BACS autoencoders
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from BACSPY.TFAutoAD import TFAutoAD
import numpy as np
# step 1 -- load the model
model = TFAutoAD(model = "tf_autoencoder_model")
# step 2 -- make prediction (inference) on a random time series
rnd_vector = np.random.uniform(low = 0, high = 100, size = 180).tolist()
anomaly_detected, confidence = model.is_anomaly(rnd_vector)
if anomaly_detected:
print("\nAnomaly detected, conf = ", confidence)

Figure 2-2: Demo showing how to load and use previously learned BACS autoencoders

A standalone autoencoder is trained locally on an edge node considering only local data (data
collected at the node). Besides standalone autoencoders, BACS also supports collective
training of federated autoencoders. In this setting, a family of homogeneous IoT devices
collectively trains an anomaly detection model without exchanging locally collected data
points or sending them to a central location. In other words, the model is trained on data
partitioned across a cluster of edge nodes. Federated learning brings many benefits including
privacy preservation and faster training time. BACS federated learning is realized in two
different schemes:
(1) Incremental. A federated learning client downloads the global model from a
federated learning server (running on the field gateway), updates it with its local data
points and sends the updated model back to the federated learning server. The first
connected client initializes the model. The model is locked while it is being updated
by a client, i.e. other clients wanting to update the model wait for the currently
connected client to finish with its update.
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(2) Concurrent. In this case the federated learning server knows in advance all federated
learning clients and waits for all of them to connect. In the first round (epoch) all
clients train individual models on local data and send the trained models to the server.
The server averages received models (by averaging weights of links in neural
networks having the same structure) and sends the averaged model back to all clients
for the next learning round. The process is repeated for an arbitrary number of
learning rounds.
The BACS implementation of federated autoencoders for in Python is given in BACSFED
package. This package contains the following modules:
- FEDServerInc – the federated learning server for incrementally learned BACS
autoencoders
- FEDServerCon – the federated learning server for concurrently learned BACS
autoencoders
- FAEInc – incrementally learned federated BACS autoencoder
- FAECon – concurrently learned federated BACS autoencoder
- util – module containing helper functions to serialize and deserialize BACS
autoencoders, the present functions are used by classes defined in the previously
mentioned BACSFED modules.
Both FEDServerInc and FEDServerCon classes define a method for handling client
requests called loop_forever (it should be noticed that the main loop in
FEDServerCon is not actually looping forever, but for a given number of epochs;
nevertheless this method has the same name as the main loop in FEDServerInc which is
looping forever). The constructor of FEDServerInc has two parameters: the name of the
model that will be incrementally updated by clients and the port on which the server accepts
connections (both parameters have default values). The constructor of FEDServerCon has
three parameters: the name of the configuration file containing IP addresses of FAECon
clients, the port on which the server accepts connections and the number of epochs for
training the model (the last two parameters have default values). A simple program
demonstrating how to instantiate FEDServerInc and FEDServerCon classes is shown in
Figure 2-3.
import sys
from BACSFED.FEDServerCon import FEDServerCon
from BACSFED.FEDServerInc import FEDServerInc
if sys.argv[1] == "incremental":
print("Starting FED server for incremental learning")
server = FEDServerInc()
server.loop_forever()
elif sys.argv[1] == "concurrent":
print("Starting FED server for concurrent learning")
server = FEDServerCon("fedservercon.conf", num_epochs = 5)
server.loop_forever()
else:
print("Invalid server type")
Figure 2-3: Demo showing how to start a BACS federated learning server (this program is executed on a
field gateway)
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Figure 2-4 shows a program demonstrating FAEInc and FAECon classes. Both classes
extend TFAutoAD class which means that federated BACS autoencoders are used in the
same way as standalone BACS autoencoders. The execution of the program for the
incrementally trained model is shown in Figure 2-5, while Figure 2-6 shows the execution in
the concurrent learning case.
import sys
from BACSPY.Dataset import SWDataset
from BACSFED.FAEInc import FAEInc
from BACSFED.FAECon import FAECon
import numpy as np
# instantiating incrementally learned federated autoencoder
def make_incremental_model(server_addr, local_data):
return FAEInc(server_address = server_addr,\
dataset = local_data, num_epochs = 10)
# instantiating concurrently learned federated autoencoder
def make_concurrent_model(server_addr, local_data):
return FAECon(server_address = server_addr,\
dataset = local_data)
# helper function to evaluate model on given data
def evaluate_model(model, data):
num_anomalies = 0
for t in data:
anomaly, _ = model.is_anomaly(t)
if anomaly:
num_anomalies += 1
print("Num points =", len(data))
print("Num anomalies =", num_anomalies)
### federated learning client
print("Starting FED learning client")
# create the dataset
print("Train dataset", sys.argv[1])
dataset = SWDataset(sys.argv[1], train_fraction = 0.8,\
window_length = 5, lat_lon_present = False)
# train the model
model = None
if sys.argv[2] == "incremental":
model = make_incremental_model("127.0.1.1", dataset)
else:
model = make_concurrent_model("127.0.1.1", dataset)
# evaluate the model on test (regular) data
print("\nEvaluating model on test data")
evaluate_model(model, dataset.get_test_data())
# evaluate the model on random data
print("\nEvaluating model on random data")
total_features = 5 * dataset.num_features
random_data = [\
np.random.uniform(0, 100, total_features).tolist()\
for _ in range(40)]
evaluate_model(model, random_data)

Figure 2-4: Demo showing how to train and use federated BACS autoencoders
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Figure 2-5: Incrementally trained federated BACS autoencoder

Figure 2-6: Concurrently trained federated BACS autoencoder
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For low power, narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) devices, planned in the C4IIoT Logistics 4.0 use
case we have implemented inference routines (routines performing anomaly detection for a
given data point on a pretrained model) for lightweight BACS autoencoders (lightweight in
the sense that those autoencoders have exactly one hidden layer). The implementation is done
in C without using any external libraries. The training of lightweight BACS autoencoders is
performed offline using a simplified version of TFAutoAD BACS Python class which only
trains a model with a predefined structure and exports obtained link weights and data
normalization parameters to textual files instead of saving them as a Tensorflow model.
Figure 2-7 shows the definition of data structures used in the implementation of
make_inference function performing anomaly detection. This function is directly integrated
in the firmware of C4IIoT NB-IoT devices.
// BACS lightweight autoencoder configuration
typedef struct {
int num_features;
int num_hidden_nodes;
double max_MSE; // maximal MSE on the training set
double std_MSE; // standard deviation of MSE on the training set
double* f_mean; // mean values of features in the training set
double* f_std; // standard deviation of features in the training set
} config_t;
// BACS lightweight autoencoder structure
typedef struct {
// links from the input layer to the hidden layer
double** w_inp_hid;
// links from the hidden layer to the output layer
double** w_hid_out;
} lae_structure_t;
// BACS lightweight autoencoder state
typedef struct {
double* hidden_activation;
double* output;
} lae_state_t;
// inference output
typedef struct {
int is_anomaly; // 1 means anomaly
double raw_MSE; // raw MSE value
double score;
// confidence score (normalized MSE value)
} inference_result_t;
inference_result_t make_inference(double* input_values);
Figure 2-7: The signature of the BACS lightweight autoencoders inference function with the definition of
data structures used in its implementation

2.2 Traffic Analysis Tool
The Traffic Analysis module utilises signatures to detect specific traffic patterns inside
network flows. The signatures will be generated during the training stage, where public
datasets of malicious traffic from previous research work will be used as ground truth [1] [2].
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These datasets contain attacks from IoT environments, like worms and botnets and more
general attacks. Our signatures relay on packet metadata (e.g. packet-length, direction,
timestamp) in order to be able to be used for matching even if the traffic is encrypted.
Currently, our tool is able to detect portscans and login attempts in SSH and Telnet which are
most commonly used in IoT attacks. In addition, we will enrich our signatures dataset from
attacks which will be captured by UNSMPF’s machine learning anomaly detection module
after they have been categorized as true positives manually by a security expert.
The Traffic Analysis module is lightweight and can be deployed in both edge devices and the
cloud. It will listen to the network traffic, compare it to our crafted signatures and report any
matches to the C4IIoT’s visualization module. We plan to add more signatures from public
datasets to cover a wide area of divergent threats. In addition, we plan to extend our tool by
adding the function of detecting weak encryption keys in C4IIoT’s network traffic to deal
with misconfigured certificates and deprecated algorithms. Requirements for this module
have been set in deliverable D1.3.
In Figure 2-8 we can see an example of our tool listening to the network traffic and detecting
a portscan and a telnet login attempt from a remote host. Our tool takes as arguments the
name of the network interface it will listen to, in this case “enp0s31f6” and a file containing
malicious signatures it will look for inside the network traffic. The file “flows.txt” is being
used to keep a record of the packets captured from the network interface. After starting our
module, using a remote host as the attacker, two attacks were committed: one portscan using
nmap (Network Mapper) and a login attempt using telnet. As it can be seen both attacks were
detected and reported by our tool. Our tool reports the name of the malicious signature it
matches and the source and destination IP addresses.

Figure 2-8: DPI tool attack detection

In Figure 2-9 we can see a sample of the signatures file which is being used to detect attacks.
As we mentioned previously more and more attacks will be added to our dataset since we will
keep analysing public malicious datasets and adding them to our database. As it can be seen
in the figure for each attack, we keep track of the size of the packet payload and the order they
arrive. To add a new signature, we use public malicious datasets, known security tools and
manually inspect the packets from the datasets and attacks we conduct. After we find a
sequence of packets sizes which is unique to an attack, we test our new signature against large
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amounts of benign traffic to reduce the risk of false positives. The use of strict and accurate
signatures is critical to the correct use of our module.

Figure 2-9: DPI tool sample from signatures

A sample of the traffic collected from out tool can be seen in Figure 2-10. We keep a record
of all the traffic in the network interface for up to 1 hour after the last packed in the
transmission was sent. Each line represents a different transmission and contains a source and
destination IP address, a timestamp of the last packet received and the packets payload length
in the order they arrive.
The Traffic Analysis tool can listen to different interfaces and detect different types of attacks
as it can be seen in Figure 2-11. While our module is listening to the local traffic, we use
another terminal to execute a local password brute force attack using the known password
cracking tool Hydra. Our tool correctly detects, classifies and reports the attack. For sending
notifications to other modules about the attack our tool currently supports Syslog [3] and
Kafka [4].

Figure 2-10: DPI tool sample from flows

Figure 2-11: DPI tool local attack detection
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2.3 Machine Learning Anomaly Detection at the edge – 3ACEs Tool
Both in Smart Factory and Logistics 4.0 cases, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms will be
implemented across all layers; these algorithms, based on the information provided by the
offloading mechanism, partition the data and the ML model in question across the layers will
trade-off complexity of the current task with time criticality of the reaction times. Among
several predictive modelling, and anomaly detection mechanisms, a central mechanism will
be based on analysing encrypted network flows.
3ACEs, is a data analytics configurable and scalable ITML’s solution that embodies Machine
Learning and AI technologies in order to provide effective analysis and insights both for
Smart Factory and Logistics 4.0 use cases. It constitutes a framework for the development of
a predictive analytics system, that deploys multiple advanced ML algorithms in order (i) to
understand the complex interplay of information (system status, type of incidents, and
measured data) with the various heterogeneous parameters that affect decision-making; (ii) to
enhance the capacity to detect (supporting BACS and MEDICI), prevent and mitigate
(supporting the C4IIoT Mitigation engine) any issue (iii) to provide real time smart situation
awareness at incident time and (iv) to detect incidents and optimise resources (energy, labor
etc.).
To that end, 3ACEs comes to complement the services and functionalities offered by BACS
and MEDICI in C4IIoT; it can provide (a) data pre-processing functionalities; (b) a set of
numerous ML classification and clustering algorithms to be used to support anomaly
detection performed by BACS and (c) a set of recommendations, based on the data analyses,
that can be used as an additional input for the mitigation procedures of C4IIoT.
End users have direct and easy access to all types of real-time and historical information
(recommendations, decision support, thorough system status) and at the same time they can
provide to the system feedback to support ML algorithms’ training. Figure 2-12 depicts the
overall technical architecture of 3ACEs. The platform consists of three functional high-level
blocks, namely the data providers, the data flow container and the analytics container.
Within this task, ITML aims to bring ML models (e.g., a deep neural network) from the
3ACES functionality closer to the edge. More specifically, ML methods that perform
detection of complex anomalous and malicious behaviour will be deployed to the edge nodes
(e.g. Raspberry Pi). This corresponds to updating the models running at edge devices based
on analyses carried out in the physically close field gateway and not the cloud. Such
modelling shift can significantly reduce time delays, making the ML algorithms more
amenable for anomaly detection tasks. The developed ML methods will take as input data
streams (e.g., IIoT device data, (encrypted) traffic data) and will give as output clustered or
classified data (according to the source data types).
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Figure 2-12: 3ACEs’ technical architecture

3ACES functionality is depicted below demonstrating results’ accuracy from several
algorithms in a data classification use case.

Figure 2-13: 3ACEs’ data interface – definition of the column represents the class
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Figure 2-14: 3ACEs’ results’ interface

2.4 Secure Hardware Support Tools
In order to run the previously described algorithms safely in the edge node, there must be
security also at the hardware level as it offers benefits such as generate security-critical-data
and tamper-resistant protection to avoid physical attacks to extract keys. To do this, edge node
devices must have a secure element integrated, such as a tamper-resistant hardware platform,
capable of securely storing confidential and cryptographic data. This secure element ensures
that the data generated in the edge nodes are securely encrypted and security keys are stored
in a safe way. In addition, it checks the edge node’s integrity to identify manipulation and
detect unauthorised changes at the hardware level as described below.
On connected nodes within a network, it is possible to generate attacks aimed at manipulating
the software running on them. A principal goal of trusted computing is to provide reliable
evidence about the state of software executing on a system. This is the concept called remote
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attestation. Remote attestation is a method by which a host (edge node) authenticates its
hardware and software configuration. The goal of remote attestation is to enable a remote
system to determine the level of trust in the integrity of another system [5]. To carry this out,
an attestation protocol is needed.
In many cases, the result of an attestation protocol depends on a complicated mixture of facts
that the appraiser can check directly, such as cryptographic signatures, and those that he
cannot check, such as the hardware status (number of connected peripherals or a change in
some peripheral without notification). Indeed, the importance of the secure elements lies
exactly here. Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [6] are secure elements on a platform’s
board. Information, such as measurements of the platform’s software state, may be placed into
the TPM’s Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). A TPM thus provides cryptographically
signed evidence of facts about the state of the platform to which it is attached. The TPM
residing on the target may be considered a principal in an attestation protocol.
This ensures that the software implemented on the embedded platforms is reliable and has not
been maliciously manipulated so it will perform its function.
This mechanism must be accompanied by another mechanism that should oversee the state of
the device at the boot process. This mechanism, called secure boot. When the device starts,
the firmware checks the signature of each piece of boot software, for instance, hardware
changes can be detected at startup. These changes in the hardware and software impact on the
PCRs previously mentioned. These PCRs is used to check the integrity of the system during
the boot process. In this case is used to encrypt/decrypt some piece of software, using like the
“encrypt/decrypt key” the hash of the PCRs. Figure 2-15 below shows a typical output when
the process is successful.

Figure 2-15: Output of a successful process
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3 Security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism
3.1 Multi-critEria DecIsion support meChanism for IoT offloading
(MEDICI)
3.1.1 MEDICI Operation
The C4IIoT security-aware dynamic offloading decision module utilises UOG’s MulticritEria DecIsion support meChanism for IoT offloading (MEDICI) to decide dynamically
whether an anomaly detection task from UNSPMF’s BACS component located at the field
gateway or the cloud should be triggered, if the confidence level of the BACS detection at the
edge device is low.
An IoT task can be processed locally, at the edge or at the cloud. MEDICI takes into account
metrics such as the execution time of a task in a device, the time it takes to offload its data
and the delays incurred by the network. It can also take into consideration metrics such as the
energy consumption of the IoT device. The MEDICI tool takes into consideration predicted
processing times, predicted network times and the confidence and the reaction time of the
anomaly detection.
In the following section, we present the implementation of the MEDICI service. In terms of
decision making, its modular design allows for flexibility in the choice of algorithms. In the
demonstrator available currently, the decision mechanism has the following broad logic:
Using lightweight machine learning, it predicts the processing time and networks delays for a
task to be executed at a given device based on historical data. An earlier version of this logic
has been published in [7].
MEDICI service will be installed on field gateways located in VIP’s mobile operator premises
for the Logistics 4.0 use case and in CRF’s premises for the Smart Factory use case, protected
in both cases by a strong security network infrastructure. As an intermediate layer, the field
gateway acts as an element with greater computational power than the edge nodes, but also
able to perform security-related (e.g. BACS) actions with significantly lower network delay
than the cloud. The cloud has typically the highest processing power, but may introduce
higher network delay, because it resides further away from the edge nodes than the field
gateway. Safe and authorized access to the MEDICI tool is provided using VPN connection
between remote site and field gateway.
3.1.2 MEDICI service Implementation
Figure 3-1 showcases a high-level overview MEDICI service which contains three servers
called Request, Response, and Network. Each server inherits its behaviour for accepting and
establishing connections from the Server abstract class, whilst each sub-class provides its own
implementation for how connections are handled. This inheritance allows to limit the number
of simultaneous connections handled by the service, in a centralised manner, so that we can
ensure that the service doesn’t exceed any hardware or software limitations of the platform
hosting it. This is done by the ThreadPool component, which contains a pool of threads to be
used by all connections, and thus limiting their number.
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Figure 3-1: High Level MEDICI Service Architecture

The role of the RequestServer is to handle incoming offloading decision requests from clients
and respond back with the outcome of the MEDICI decision maker. The reported outcome
can be the requesting device and all valid offloading destination located in the field gateway
and cloud layers. Additionally, the number of concurrent offloading decision is limited so that
system resources utilised by the machine learning algorithms for the purposes making
offloading decisions doesn’t exceed the available resources of the host environment. Also,
during this process, all relevant execution history information and network data stored in the
ExeHistMap and NetHistMap respectively is gathered to inform the decision being made.
Note, when gathering network data from the NetHistMap, only data related to requesting edge
device is used. When gathering a task’s execution information (i.e. the amount of time taken
in milliseconds of the task to be executed by its destination device) from the ExeHistMap, all
data, related to the requesting edge device and the possible offloading destinations located in
field gateway and cloud layers, is collected. Moreover, the ExeHistMap holds all the data
concerning of previous task executions, such as, size of the task and task execution time. The
NetHistMap holds records about each edge devices which can generate offloading requests.
Each record holds recent network data from the edge device perspective to all possible
offloading locations situated at the Field Gateway and Cloud network layers, such as roundtrip latency and current bandwidth between the devices.
The purpose of the ResponseServer is to allow the client to provide execution history and
networking information related to task after an offloading decision has been made, such as
execution time and transmission time to offloading destination. More specifically, the
information provided back from clients is then placed into the ExeHistMap and NetHistMap
accordingly, to be used by the MEDICI decision maker and help inform future offloading
decisions.
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Furthermore, the role of the NetworkServer is to collect network-based information from the
edge device perspective, when data held in the NetHistMap is of an insufficient amount to
affectively determine the current network state between an edge device and its possible
offloading destinations. To achieve this MEDICI uses agent services installed on devices
throughout the C4IIoT network architecture which can either generate offloading decision
requests or are a valid offloading destination. As seen in Figure 3-2, Local Agents are
installed on device located at the edge layer hold a list of possible offloading destinations at
the field gateway and cloud layers which have a Remote Agent. Then, when triggered by the
NetworkServer, a Local Agent contacts each device within its list individually to collect
round-trip latency and network bandwidth information, which is passed back to the
NetworkServer to update NetHistReocrd associated with that particular edge device. Note,
Remote Agents’s role is purely to facilitate Local Agents in collecting the desired network
information.
Lastly, the HistoryManager is a separate process that removes old and irrelevant records held
within ExeHistMap and NetHistMap, which helps ensuring that only relevant up-to-date
information is supplied to the decision maker

Figure 3-2: MEDICI Agent Services

3.1.3 MEDICI Example Run - Handling a Request and Response
Figure 3-3 shows an external client initially generating and sending an offloading decision
request to the RequestServer of the MEDICI service. Then, the result of the decision is
received back, containing the assigned task identifier to track the task and the offloading
destination device (where the task should be executed). Lastly, the client reports the execution
time for the task to the ResponseServer of the MEDICI service, which will update the
execution history record, to be used in future offloading decisions requests.

Figure 3-3: Demo of external client interacting with MEDICI Service
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Figure 3-4 showcases the verbose output of the RequestServer and ResponseServer within
MEDICI service, which handles and processes the connections and data sent from the external
client in Figure 3-3. Note that, each of the server processes within MEDICI has its own
ServerLogger instance which writes and stores details of connections being established and
handled to MEDICI in a logging file, which can then be referred for future analysis and
provide details on any errors that may have occurred during the MEDICI’s operation. More
specifically, each log is in the following format:
Time Stamp

Log Level

Server Name

Log Message

The Time Stamp is the current date and time of that the log was made, based on the system
clock machine hosting the MEDICI service. It is in the format of
yyyy.MM.dd.hh.mm.ss.SSS. Log Level refers to whether the message is either an
error, warning, information, or debug. Server Name refers to which service process the
message relates to (e.g., in the case of Figure 3-4, it is the Request and Response for the
RequestServer and ResponseSever respectively). Lastly, the Log Message is the message
string of the log entry.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

2020.05.13.15.01.57.608 INFO
Request Server Instance Created
2020.05.13.15.01.57.627 INFO
Response Server Instance Created
2020.05.13.15.01.57.628 INFO
Response Server Started
2020.05.13.15.01.57.628 INFO
Response Server Waiting For Connection
2020.05.13.15.01.57.629 INFO
Request Server Started
2020.05.13.15.01.57.629 INFO
Request Server Waiting For Connection
2020.05.13.15.02.04.850 INFO
Request Server Accepted Connection From: /192.168.2.11:46910
2020.05.13.15.02.04.853 INFO
Request Server Waiting For Connection
2020.05.13.15.02.04.855 INFO
Request 1589378524854 handling connection 192.168.2.11
2020.05.13.15.02.04.856 INFO
Request 1589378524854 read in arguments from 192.168.2.11:
appID = APP1, inputSize = 2343, outputSize = 34343, taskSize = 3434
11 2020.05.13.15.02.04.857 INFO
Request 1589378524854 temp directory created successfully
12 2020.05.13.15.02.04.862 INFO
Request 1589378524854 successfully created temp files for medici execution
13 2020.05.13.15.02.06.074 INFO
Request 1589378524854 medici execution complete
14 2020.05.13.15.02.06.075 INFO
Request 1589378524854 temp files and directory successfully deleted
15 2020.05.13.15.02.06.075 INFO
Request 1589378524854 output from medici script:
1589378524854,192.168.2.11
16 2020.05.13.15.02.06.076 INFO
Request 1589378524854 successfully added record to execution history.
17 1589378524854 requestDeviceID = 192.168.2.11, exeDeviceID = 192.168.2.11, deviceClass = 0, appID = APP1,
inputSize = 2343, outputSize = 34343, taskSize = 3434, exeTime = 0.0, valid = false
18 2020.05.13.15.02.06.076 INFO
Request 1589378524854 output successfully sent back to client device
192.168.2.11
19 2020.05.13.15.02.11.079 INFO
Response Server Accepted Connection From: /192.168.2.11:43500
20 2020.05.13.15.02.11.080 INFO
Response Server Waiting For Connection
21 2020.05.13.15.02.11.085 INFO
Response 192.168.2.11 found task identifier 1589378524854
22 2020.05.13.15.02.11.085 INFO
Response 192.168.2.11 data received from client: exe=4.24588
23 2020.05.13.15.02.11.086 INFO
Response 192.168.2.11 found execution time 4.24588 successfully added to
task
1589378524854 record.
24 1589378524854 requestDeviceID = 192.168.2.11, exeDeviceID = 192.168.2.11, deviceClass = 0, appID = APP1,
inputSize = 2343, outputSize = 34343, taskSize = 3434, exeTime = 4.24588, valid = true

Figure 3-4: Demo of MEDICI Service verbose output
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Lines 01 to 06 simply state that both the RequestServer and ResponseServer instances have
been created and started successfully and are now listening for connections being made via
their assigned ports. Lines 07 to 10 show the connection from the external client in Figure
3-3, establishing a connection to the RequestServer, which is assigned a task identifier (in this
case 1589378524854), and the required arguments being read from the client. Then,
temporary files for the execution history and network history are created to be passed to the
MEDICI decision maker, as shown on lines 11 and 12. When creating the execution history
file, we only include records from the ExeHistMap that relate to the same application
identifier supplied from the client, and for any of the possible execution devices (edge, field
gateway or cloud). Whereas, when creating the network history file, the network traffic
information (i.e. roundtrip latency and bandwidth) from the records held within NetHistMap
we only include data from the perspective of the requesting client’s device. When the
temporary files have been created, the MEDICI offloading decision maker is executed, and
output is retrieved, as seen on lines 13 and 15 respectively. The output of the decision maker
consists of firstly the task identifier, followed by the destination device in which the execution
of the task should take place. Also, a new execution history record is added to the
ExeHistMap, but this is marked as not valid (valid=false) as the record does not yet have
an execution time and will not yet be used for future offloading decisions, as seen lines 16 and
17. Line 18 states the outcome of the decision being sent back to the requesting external
client, as seen in Figure 3-3.
Finally, lines 19 through 24 show a connection being made from the external client in Figure
3-3 to the ResponseServer of the MEDICI service. The task identifier and a new execution
time successfully read in from the client can be seen on lines 21 and 22 respectively. In lines
23 and 24, the new execution time is successfully added to execution history record of the
task, which is then marked as valid (valid=true) to allow the record to be used in future
offloading decisions.
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4 Conclusions
This demonstrator deliverable has briefly described the components involved in tasks T2.2
and T2.3 and their implementation up to month 12. Some of these components are also
described in other deliverables, such as D3.1. Here, we describe their operation as individual
components, while their integration is described in deliverable D4.2 through the MVP
description.
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